Greek Council Minutes
10/15/09
Meeting opened at 7:02pm
F '09-007
Motion to pass minutes from 10/8/09: BKX
2nd: LIU

Alternate Senator

- Be creative with your ideas, if you have any email Jerry at J_Resilien69@stumail.delhi.edu
- There will not be any secretive information posted in these archives
- Andrew Burns is helping Jerry out with the software and getting the project going

Community Service Coordinator

- Barb Kaplan wants other organizations besides ZDT to sit in Regalia for extended hours, if your organization is interested in doing a day during the week or Saturdays please email Jill at J_Naveh81@stumail.delhi.edu
- There are no more spots open for community service day
- If you want to participate in the crop walk your organization needs to raise money, there is no registration fee but you have to show up with money. Everyone needs to bring a can of vegetables with them as well

Sergeant of Arms

- LIU is fined $45 for missing three due dates
- ZPO is fined $15 for missing a due date
- TDX is fined $15 for missing a due date and $30 for missing a mandatory meeting= $45 total
- TG is fined $15 for being late to a meeting
- No one has paid their fines yet
- For fully recognized organizations please have your judicial board reps email Terry Yip with their schedules

Senator

- The campus has run out of the H1N1 vaccines but will notify us when they get more, high risk candidates will be vaccinated first
- 10/23/09- 20 students are needed at the Delhi American Legion in shift to help with a dinner. The shifts are 3-6pm, 5-8pm, and 6-9pm

Secretary
Events committee will be held starting next Thursday at 5pm in the Greek council office.

Treasurer

- If you are not DOE, ZDT, or TDX you MUST have your list of what you think your expenditures will be for the year in by TUESDAY (10/20/09). If the list is not in to Kasey by this day then you will be fined, no exceptions.
- You can either find Kasey and hand them in or email him at K_Carpentier94@stumail.delhi.edu
- Finance committee will meet on Tuesday at 5pm

Vice President

- Some constitutions have been revised, when Kamil gives them back to you, you need to revise them and email them back to him at K_Alexander48@stumail.delhi.edu

President

- Talked about everyone having the greek logo with everyone’s letters on a shirt, ask your organizations about it

Advisor

- Bid lists have been handed in from DOE, LIU, ZDT, MIU, and OXO. They need to be in no later then 12pm on 10/16/09.
- The powerpoint presentation for the pledge success conference is posted on the website
- Spoke with John Ford about possibly having a greek cooking competition in Mac
- VP Jones talked about having Greeks involved in the town holiday parade on December 5th, line up would be at 10am and start at 11am.
- Greek of the week is Jerry Resilien from UDE, congrats Jerry 😊

Old Business

- Nothing

New Business

1. Nothing

Open Discussion

2. Nothing
Announcements

- Danielle Schafer and Sean McAllister are engaged, yay 😊
- ZDT is hosting the 6th annual Regalia fashion show and is looking for models and backstage help. The show will be on November 3rd at 8pm in the Catskill Hall Great Room. There will be a table set up in Sanford from now until October 30th from 11am-3pm, stop by to sign up or drop off your gently used clothing for Regalia.
- Campus voice is looking for a Vice President and Treasurer for next semester, their meetings are Thursdays at 5:15pm in Thurston Hall for anyone interested.
- ZPO has a table set up in Sanford from 12-4 for sign ups for the Ready, Set, Cook competition, if the winners of the competition are Greek they will receive the prize sponsored by ZDT as well as a 300lb ice block.
- 11/20/09- TDX and The Computer Club will be hosting a Call of Duty 4 tournament in Catskill hall. So far they know that the first prize winner will receive Call of Duty 5, there will be more information to follow.
- 10/23/09- DOE’s bowl-a-thon will be taking place.
- if you signed up you must show up or you will be fined as individuals as well as organizations.
- Bring $4 for every person that is signed up in your organization to next weeks Greek council meeting.
- Wear your letters.
- 10/22/09- GUN night will be taking place in the bubble following Greek Council, there will be sports and activities taking place, when the bubble closes there will be Karaoke in Mac.

Motion to close the meeting at 7:52 pm: ZPO
2nd: UDE